
TM 1/8 Notes:
Roles:
Chair: Carly C
Co-Chair: Leo H
Secretary: Jack D

Precursors:
● Staff Meeting?
● Class Meeting?
● HIVE Meeting?
●

Announcements:
● Yearbook - Maggie. Request from yearbook to complete forum

to gather the most popular book titles. Many, many more
people are reading as the weather gets worse and yearbook is
looking for your help to create a page with the best books.

● Feb Fest- (Casey) February 4th and 5th are asynchronous
days when Teachers a doing professional training, we could
use those days to hold feb fests.

Motions:
● Black history show - Casey (on behalf of YPOC & Cohort).

Motion from YPOC and Cohort on Thursday February 25th to
have an annual show from 2-3PM. *Motion passed
unanimously*

Discussions:
● Town Meeting virtual background. Options discussed being

auditorium, spaceship, auditorium with black seats, heights
inspired seating classroom, amphitheatre

Motion to adjourn *passed*



Dec 18 (oops sorry I’ll move this to the Dec doc)

Chair: Jack Dunham
Co-Chair: Carly Cameron
Secretary: Leo Horwitz

Precursors:
● Staff Meeting?

○ Casey: expectations around winter break, self assessment
as staff about equity issues in classroom.

○ Maggie: currently gathering additions for the program of
study next year.

○ Casey: be in touch with Casey to propose a course.
Proposals should be ready by Jan 15th.

○ Zoe asks if this is how you extend half-year classes to
full-year.

○ Casey confirms that reaching out to her is the way to
move forward.

● Class Meeting?
● HIVE Meeting?
●

Announcements:
● Maggie talks about growing support for HS book club centered

around people entering the US and learning English as a
second language. Interest meeting to learn about schedule &
choosing books. Email margaret.carpenter@apsva.us.

● Jennifer updates on HIVE activity nights. Looking for more
opportunities to hang out, storytelling night on Jan 21. Looking
for students and staff to share stories about meaningful HB
moments. Form (coming soon) to sign up to tell a story.
Songwriters will also have performances that night, everyone
can come listen.

mailto:margaret.carpenter@apsva.us


Motions:
●

Discussions:
● Feb fest

○ Mary Edith wonders about having a Feb Fest this year. In
HIVE, people were enthusiastic about the idea. Assuming
virtual, so having drop-in class like Junetime. Thinking
about 4, 80-minute drop-in classes so everyone can drop
in to classes though the day.

○ Anne: 80 minutes might be long, maybe opportunities for
80-minute as well as 40 minute blocks.

○ Eleanor asks if asynchronous Monday could be a Feb
Fest? Teachers could commit to no asynchronous work for
that day for Feb Fest.

○ Julia wonders what a Feb Fest is.
■ Mary Edith describes a Feb Fest as any student can

teach a class. Fun, short classes on any topic. It’s a
break from other classes.

○ Camila asks if it would be mandatory. People last year
used it as time off of class, instead of attending Feb Fest.

■ Mary Edith says we have more capability to make it
mandatory this year, but unsure.

○ Zoe worries about people using Mondays to catch up on
work.

○ Elise mentions that Junetime was easy to convert to the
virtual space, easy for all students to participate.

○ Vanessa says when people don’t show up to a Junetime,
it’s very demoralizing. People need to buy into the idea to
make it actually happen.

○ Jennifer says Feb Fest has been fun for the past 4 years,
but it’s hard to be mandatory. Maybe use timing to make it
more enticing to join. Maybe not all at one time, but
successive I blocks throughout a week. Taking a day of



instruction away would be difficult.
○ Mary Edith likes the idea of Feb Fest being doing through

February.
○ Madeline agrees, likes a prolonged Feb Fest through

multiple weeks. Maybe teachers could commit to less
asynchronous work to enjoy Feb Fest.

○ Andrew asks at what time the Feb Fest would occur on
Mondays.

■ Jennifer says we don't know yet.
○ Isaac suggests doing Feb Fest directly before or directly

after school. It won’t interrupt school or free time.
○ Eleanor suggests the buy-in is essential to the Feb Fest,

like Junetime.
○ Anne suggests the buy-in needs to be from adults as well,

not just from kids. Mandating tets or office hours
during/after Feb Fest might imply lack of buy-in, make kids
feel like they have to skip a community building event.

○ Jennifer agrees, students need to work with teachers to
make this happen (especially with technology). Maybe
students and teachers collaborate on these classes.

● Infographic
○ Katrina from the Recruiting New Students Equity Team

wants to raise awareness about HB for 5th graders.
○ Tyler wonders how we will distribute the infographic.

■ Katrina is unclear on the specifics.
○ Zoe added that some 5th grade schools don’t use canvas.

■ Katrina says we thought most schools used it, thanks
for feedback.

○ Casey thanks the group for the work. Graham and Casey
will take a look at the infographic. Meeting with some 5th
grade classes when returning, might share with them
during presentations.

○ Andrew adds that in elementary school, he saw
notifications from middle schools. Might be annoying for



elementary schoolers.
○ Isaac asks about contacting homeroom teachers and

giving them this slide.
○ Jennifer asks about editing. “Apart” is the wrong version.

■ Katrina says yes, open to feedback.

TM Month/Day Notes: 1/22/21
Roles:
Chair: Jack Dunham
Co-chair: Carly Cameron
Secretary: Secretary

Precursors:
● Staff Meeting?
● Class Meeting?

○ Jack updates about the senior class meeting. Talked about
community-building programs through virtual
circumstance.

● HIVE Meeting?
●

Announcements:
● Reading Club

○ Julia announces a new reading club: like TAB but for high
schoolers, starting in February. Meets 3rd monday of
every month from 3-4pm, channel is on HIVE teams.

● EMT program
○ Jennifer announces an EMT speaker from a career center

on Monday afternoon. An Announcement will be posted on
Canvas. In HIVE team as well.

● Clubs
○ Jennifer mentions to club leaders that on Feb 2 there is a

slot where all clubs will be hosting drop-in meetings for an
hour. Around 3/3:15. A Feb-Fest list will be posted. Submit
a form (in TM Teams Chat) to update information to be



published.
○ Jennifer says if anyone wants to lead a Feb Fest, there is

a form for that. Student-run, anyone can lead, on Feb 2.
All students are invited.

● Book Club Interest Meeting
○ Maggie reminds of an interest meeting for a book club

designed to meet the pace of English Language Learners,
but not exclusive. All students are welcomed to join
meeting on Monday. Meeting in a specific team, email
Maggie to join.

● Open Mic Night
○ Jennifer reminds of Open Mic Night. Everyone is invited to

this “That’s So HB”-themed night. Former
teachers/students are also planning on joining. Join on
HIVE team channel. Announce will also be on Canvas.
7:30pm tonight, January 22. People are welcomed to
share even if they didn’t sign up in advance.

Motions:
● Equity Pillar

○ Jennifer proposes a motion to add Equity to our official
school pillars. Self-governance, self-directed learning, and
caring community are our current pillars. Seems like
something might be missing, and this is a big change, but
we should do it. “Respect, empower, and include” - we
have “respect” and “impower”, but we miss “include”.
When we make decisions about what to do as a whole
school, we could use this fourth pillar as a guide and
something that we consider. Open to proposing it as a
discussion, but wanted to pass it today.

○ Mary Edith supports this new pillar. She remembers how
previously there was an activity in sixth grade that taught
everyone about the pillars. Teaching incoming students
about equity would be a benefit for everyone.



○ Eleanor supports the new idea, and having new questions
to answer when we put together activities or decisions.

○ Leo asks if we should adopt it ASAP or talk more to the
community about this pillar.

○ Casey supports this motion, hopes that we would discuss
this and come to a unified conclusion. On Feb 2, we could
raise this pillar during equity activities. We should not
delay the decision just because people aren’t here.

○ Maggie is in favor of the motion, maybe a smaller rollout
because this is a big deal. Might be real value in thinking
and talking about this before we adopt it. This could be
really powerful.

○ Leo asks about what the meaning would mean for the
school as a whole.

○ Jennifer offers to compile an official proposal for the four
pillars. Fine withdrawing motion to bring back later.
**motion withdrawn**

● TA Club Announcement
○ Julia proposes announcing new clubs through TA/Canvas

to promote new clubs for those who don’t attend TM.
○ Casey says one way to do this is to have a slide about

new clubs be disbursed in TA.
○ Jennifer offers to put on new clubs in the Feb 2 slideshow.

Club should update with the form (email Jennifer).
○ Julia asks if a star could be placed next to the new clubs.
○ ** motion withdrawn **

Discussions:
●


